
Journal dinner speech  
 
Carmiya—Now Presenting the Top 10 ways 
that davening at tot shabbat is similar to 
davening in the main sanctuary.  
 
 
Carmiya--#10. the same songs are sung 
every week. 
 
 
Michael--#9. People correct the leaders 
when they make a mistake. 
 
 
Carmiya--#8. Congregants stand up to 
dance and sing, as the spirit moves them. 
("Avi sweetie, can you please sit down, the 
people behind you can't see") 
 
 
Michael--#7. The adults talk. A lot. 
Especially during announcements.  
 



 
Carmiya--#6. People's belongings take up 
an extra seat. (Michael whispers in 
Carmiya's ear,  
carmiya says "hold on a minute",  
michael whispers again in my ear holding a 
pacifier up.   
I say, "did anybody lose a pacifier?") 
 
 
Michael--#5. Both women and men are 
active leaders 
 
 
Carmiya--#4. Kiddush is the result of team 
work. (Gillian stands up and loudly whines 
"I want another pretzel!") 
 
 
Michael--#3.  During davening, congregants 
thumb through the bulletin. 
 
 
Carmiya--#2. The men rarely wear ties.  
 



 
Michael – and the #1 way that davening in 
tot shabbat is similar to davening in the 
main sanctuary: I manage to miss more 
than half of both services. 
 
 
 
Carmiya: 
 
Tot Shabbat began 9 years ago under the 
direction of then youth director Shira 
Berkovitz. With input from Eilene 
Augenbraun, Maya Shetreat Klein, Adele 
Rabin, Amy Ament, Irina Laskin, and 
Adrienne Goldberg, they crafted an age 
appropriate curriculum. Leaders over the 
years have included Shani Ohayan, Avidan 
Freedman, Judah Kohler, Steve Laufer, and 
a long list of pinch hitter substitutes. In 
addition, leader’s spouses have given of 
themselves by adjusting their own Shabbat 
experiences to take care of the children. 
 



4.5 years ago, Akiva Weiss, then youth 
director, was looking for a new leader to 
take over. I liked singing, and as a parent of 
small children I couldn’t see attending 
weekly nighttime choir practice (sorry 
Jonathan). Here was something I could do 
for the shul that also made me satisfied. 
Families have told me that because of tot 
shabbat, their children love shul. This 
illustrates that when you give of yourself, in 
a way that makes you satisfied also, you can 
make such a difference. Each of us has the 
ability, and communal responsibility, to 
increase someone else's love of our shul and 
our community.  
 
Michael—Since I was born before the first of 
these 40 shul dinners, I want to thank the 
committee for allowing me to be on the 
Young Leadership Award. We are grateful 
for this honor. We thank our family and 
friends for their support, and long distance 
travel. We have been blessed to live here 
and raise our children in this community for 



the last seven years. We are deeply moved to 
receive this honor.  Thank you so much. 
 
 


